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like wild animals when they were offered food or clothing.
They grabbed madly at anything given to them, and
shrieked for more. Then they relapsed into that emotion-
less state which is the sole outward sign of Ethiopian
demoralisation : that, and conversation in whispers as they
trudged along. It was from thirst that they suffered most.
They had only lacked food in the last few days. A quick
survey by the Red Gross Unit showed that eighty per cent,
of them were suffering from amoebic dysentery. No typhus,
little fever, but in this overwhelming proportion the milder
of the two forms of dysentery, which would knock over a
white man but did not incapacitate these soldiers from
marching four hundred miles without tents or cover.
For endurance, speed and resistance to disease the
Ethiopians, and with them their brothers the Eritreans,
are some of the best material in the world.
These men, however, needed treatment before they went
to their homes. The British Red Cross took over the
sorting post in the plantations near the British Legation gate,
and were given permission to use the Empress' school
behind the Little Gibbi, a well-made modern building,
typical of the Emperor's educational reforms. Next day
they moved their lorries and stores of food into the Legation
and started shifting the school-books out and the beds into
the new hospital. It opened to in- and out-patients on
the afternoon of Friday, May i, at the same time as the
Ethiopian Council of Ministers was holding its last meeting.
In two hours twenty-five sick and wounded from the north
had been bedded in the class-rooms. I don't think any,
even of them, realised that they would wake up next morning
. to the frenzied fusillade.
On Saturday their interpreters, unlike Bayenna, ratted
at once, though some of them had been with their masters
for years. Of the nine members of the Unit at this time
only Bentinck could talk really cursive Amharic : the rest
could say " knife " and " saddle " and " bring it" and
" shut up " and the other sensible words. The Austrian
Schuppler and the Welsh Vaughan-Jones, who were added
to their number before the day was out, brought with them
no local linguistic ability. However, they divided up ^he
hospital and the relief work between them, collected lorries
at the Legation, and went out into the town.

